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Editor’s note;
D e a r R e a d e r,
We b r i n g t o y o u t h e
October issue of the
J E S E N e w s l e t t e r. F e a tured in this issue are
successes on a variety of projects. This
should draw us back
to the greatest desire
of conser ving the environment, putting in
m i n d t h a t t h e e a r t h’s
biodiversity is the
ver y foundation of
human sur vival and
well-being. Losing it
not only has serious
implications for our
natural environment:
it also undermines
livelihoods, health,
sanitation and food
and water security in
Ug a n d a .
It i s c r it i c a l , t h e re fore, to recognize that
maintaining biodiversity is not only related
to direct conser vation
measures, but also
to pursuing poverty
eradication and human
development in ways
which are sustainable.
This calls for more effor ts in environmental conser vation into
all aspects of development, across areas
such as agriculture,natural resources and
water and sanitation.
B Y: N A B A K K A E L I Z A B E T H
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About us
Joint Effort to Save the Environment (JESE) is an
indigenous non-government,
service-providing organization registered as a company by guarantee NO 47579 and the NGO Bureau
reg.No 55914/1019,and since its establishment in
1993, JESE, through her work in improved Agriculture Production and
Natural Resources Management and long term development, has greatly contributed to
improved livelihoods of target beneficiaries and
provided opportunities for a better life especially for
the rural poor households and communities adjacent to Natural Resources in the Rwenzori region of
Uganda. Over the past two decades, the organization
has grown substantially, in the number of programs,
our staffing and budgets.

Our Vision
A community where people and nature flourish

Our Mission
To facilitate Innovative Actions for Sustainable Water
and Natural Resources Management and Improved
Livelihoods.

Our core Values

Respect for the environment, Gender equity, Integrity, Truth, Transparency, Team work, Voluntarism

Contact Information:
P.O. Box 728
Fort Portal,Uganda
Email:jese@jese.org
Website: http://www.jese.org/
Contact: +256772492109
SOCIAL MEDIA PAGES.
Facebook: Joint Effort to Save the Environment
(JESE)
Twitter:
@JESE_UG
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INDIGENOUS FOOD FOR HEALTH CONSUMERS
Baguma was quick to supplement the research
studies on agro ecology practice in the Rwenzori
region have showed positive results and it’s on this
basis that JESE and other development partners need
to share the knowledge, skills and approaches geared
towards the same. He also informed participants
that many indigenous seed and food varieties in the
region have been threatened with extinction. Numerous formally famous food varieties cannot be served
on hotel menus and in homes, yet they were very sustaining to household food security in the community.
While speaking at the same occasion, Hon. Alex
Ruhunda, the area Member of Parliament, who also
doubled as the guest speaker at the annual event,
applauded JESE for spear heading all discussions towards enhancing food security in the region through
the indigenous seeds & food revival approaches.
Mr. Patrick Baguma, Organisational Team Leader.
Ruhunda was happy to note that, through such
JESE, giving his speech.
platforms, development partners, local leaders and
all other stake holders in the food sector do evaluate
By Sagula Festo.
their efforts in regard to the impact caused by their
In his opening remarks at the 10th Annual
interventions to farmers’ communities in the region
Rwenzori Regional Indigenous Seed and Food Fair
and the country as a whole.
event, held on the 16th/10/2020 at New Fort View
Ruhunda added that the day’s presentations of
Hotel in Fort portal city, Kabarole district, the JESE
research studies targeting specific farmer groups in
team leader Mr. Baguma Patrick saluted local leadselected sub-counties of the region was a clear indiers, Farmers, Exhibitors, Hoteliers, PELLUM, JESE,
cation there is positive progress towards sustainable
IDP and the private sector representatives who had
food production among households compared to the
turned up for the annual occasion. Today’s event
past. Thus, stressing the role of Research, Innovation
is part of the process following numerous years of
sharing experiences and dialogue on various regional and Extension service provision as key drivers towards attaining a holistic food secure neighbourhood
concerns, aimed at enhancing approaches that harness food health, household income and soil fertility and a hunger free Rwenzori region.
in the Rwenzori Region
He remarked that for the past nine years, development partners in the region have been embracing
massages on organic production as an approach to
ensuring health and nutritious food systems. However, with the increasing use of agro-chemicals, there
was urgent need to change this approach through
engaging local leaders on discussions that upscale
agro ecology as the suitable farming approach for
health and nutritious food production both in the
region and nationally.Baguma added that, it was in
the same spirit that this year 2020 regional food fair
event and dialogue targeted local leaders, as a gate
way to interesting government in agro ecology as the
best alternative strategy to enhancing healthier and
Hon. Alex Ruhunda speaking at the food fair event
nutritious foods for health consumers.
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JESE VSLA Groups empowering rural populations in Kyenjojo District.

By:JESE Staff

Omuhereza Kabahenda, a 45 year old female resident of Kyaruwajongo village, Kyenjojo district is a member of Kyaruwajongo
Bakyara Tukwatanize women’s group, one of the Village Saving and
Loan Association (VSLA) groups supported by JESE, under the
STRENPO project funded by CARE Uganda.
Before joining the group, my life was so unpromising that I could
not afford accessing personal needs, including basic household
requirements for my entire household. With the traditional agricultural farming practices at the time, I earned very little from the
modest yields realised on seasonal basis, despite the much efforts,
time and financial resources invested in the bid to enhance house
hold food security alongside income. The poor housing condition
and high poverty levels amidst increasing family demands only
worsened the domestic violence and disagreements and my husband could struggle setting priorities for allocation of the little
resources at the time.
Through JESE support, we were mobilised in our community by the area community Based Trainer (CBT) and sensitised on
forming and joining a VSLA group, which idea I took on holistically. I started saving money in the group, which practice doubled
as my surety for acquiring a loan from the group to invest in my
household development projects. With other group members, JESE
supported us to participate in a learning exchange visit to modern
farming practitioners in Kabarole district, where I acquired skills
and knowledge on better farm management practices. Through the
extension service provision component of JESE under the STRENPO project, I have also been trained on modern Kitchen gardening,
Maize farming and Irish potato gardening practices, all of which
have greatly enhanced my household food security. The acquired
skills on house hold planning and visioning have enabled me to systematically plan and allocate resources to priority area and investment in developmental projects.
After sharing my savings from the group, I started poultry
farming as one of the income generating projects for my family and
currently, I have 300 chickens which i sale for a daily income. Other
investments I manage, include; Piggery with eight pigs, goat farming with 3 goats, alongside banana and coffee farming. Using the
acquired knowledge on house hold planning and visioning, Income,
plus the expenditure and budgeting plans, i got a loan from the
VSLA group and started a construction project for my residential
house, which I hope to finish in a period of three years according to
the developed plan, with supplementary income from other projects.
Generally speaking, my entire life has changed for the better, with
increased household income, easier access to basic household needs
and improved domestic relations with all members of my household. I greatly thank JESE and CARE Uganda for transforming my
life from nothing to something valued by not only my family but
also my living community.

Mrs. Kabahenda at her maize garden
planted after training by JESE staff

Mrs. Omuhereza Kabahenda feeds
her chicken

Mrs. Kabahenda at her old temporary house and below is the site for
her permanent house .
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One of the newly established push and pull
Demo gardens.

Samples of local seed harvested from the previous
Demo

PUSH AND PULL TECHNOLOGY CONTROLLING PEST SPREAD IN
KABAMBIRO
BY: Mwebembezi Alex

P

ush–pull technology is a
strategy for controlling
agricultural pests by
using repellent “push” plants
and trap “pull” plants. For example, cereal crops like maize
or sorghum are often infested
by stem borers. Grasses planted
around the perimeter of the
crop attract and trap the pests,
whereas other plants, like Desmodium, planted between the
rows of maize, repel the pests
and control the parasitic plants
like Striga.
The push in the intercropping
scheme is provided by the
plants that emit chemicals (kairomones) which repel stemborer moths and drive them away
from the main crop (maize or
sorghum). The best candidates
discovered so far with the
repellent properties are species
of leguminous genus Desmodium. Desmodium is planted in
between the rows of maize or
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sorghum. Being a low-growing
plant, it does not interfere with
the crops’ growth , furthermore, maintaining soil stability,
improving soil fertility through
enhanced soil organic matter
content and nitrogen fixation.
It also serves as a highly nutritious animal feed and effectively suppresses striga weeds.
Another plant showing good
repellent properties is molasses
grass (Melinis minutiflora),
a nutritious animal feed with
tick-repelling and stemborer larval parasitoid attractive
properties.
JESE in partnership with IDP
has been piloting this technology in Kabambiro to control
fall army worm and combining
it with multiplication of local
maize and beans varieties. The
technology is also looking at reducing use of chemicals which
has been seen as challenge to
farmers and the environment

since they pollute soil and expensive to buy So far trials have
been set in two consecutive seasons with the current one still
in infancy stage. This season we
have scaled up the to two acres.
From the old demo which was
established last year, there was
staggered growth of desmodium and we have filled the gaps
this season. Albeit, we realized
very low levels of infestation
by fall army worm compared
to farmers’ gardens where the
technology was not applied.
The push-pull demo have
shown much effective results on
the control of fall army worm
since the napier and desmodium has reached fully maturity stage to start producing
chemicals that are repellent and
attractive to fall army worm.
This was observed when the
napier was highly infected with
fall army worm leaving maize
plants un affected.
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MPANGA SUPER FARMERS PROGRAMME IMPROVING LIVELIHOODS.

By: Kwesiga James
liganyira Innocent a 24
year old gentleman, a
farmer and a resident of
Rushango village. I was selected
by a group of 29 members as
one of the Farmer innovator.
In 2019 my group members
selected me to represent them
as a Farmer Innovator. Since
my childhood I have seen my
parents and neighbours rely on
mostly maize and beans. Little
did I know that bananas can
also work if well taken care of.
Staff from JESE under Mpanga Super Farmers Programme
funded by Iles De Paix (IDP),
kept telling us about diversity
and having different enterprises
on the farm. We formed groups
and it was a lucky opportunity for me in 2018 when my
group members selected me
to represent them as a Farmer
Innovator. As a Farmer Innovator through exchange learning
visits I learnt many aspects of
integrated farm planning. One
particular exchange was a visit
to Mr. Robert Kamasaka in Kitagwenda District. I learnt many
practices in banana plantation
management. From that visit
I also bought a banana sucker
that I planted following the
learnt procedures and I have already harvested a big bunch of
banana from the sucker I planted last year. A staff from JESE
continuously visits and keeps
giving me some advice and so
far I have expanded and maintained my banana plantation

A

Innocent pushing a wheelbarrow containing composite in his
plantation.

Mr. Aliganyira Innocent applying compost in his plantation.
using some of the tools received
from JESE as Farmer Innovator
like a forked hoe, spade and a
wheelbarrow and neighbours
keep coming here to learn. It’s
because of the coming of JESE
in this village that I got the
blessing of knowledge and skills

in banana management that
will increase my food security and income status and
so far I have already sold
a few bananas and earned
50,000ugx and all this is
because of JESE.
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AHURRA REAPING BIG FROM BEE KEEPING

Above: From the right is Michael with a colleague making a bee hive
Below: A photo of Micheal Ahurra.
By: Nyesigamukama Alex

ing. I made this choice because
honey had high demand. I was
enrolled at Bunyangabu Bee
hurra Michael a total
keepers cooperative, a green
orphan of 20 years is a
college social enterprise where
resident of Bubwika C,
I completed primary seven and I trained in bee keeping. Durfailed to get fees to upgrade for ing the technical skills training,
I have learnt how to handle
secondary school education. I
stayed home for 4 years without customers, life skills, how to
prepare a business plan, how
a job. I got good news from a
and the balance I have saved
to communicate with people
local councilor who told me
it in VSLA group. I can now
and negotiation skills. I also
about Green college initiative
manage to meet my daily balearnt how to make bee hives
project and I could not wait to
sic needs. In addition, I have
and started making mine. At
get enrolled on the program. I
gained a lot from the training
the
moment,
I
have
38
local
went to sub county and picked
and I have a well-established
bee hives which I have made
application for which I filled
apiary, make my own bee hives
by myself and 06 are KTB all
and after two weeks was called
have bees. During the month of and wax.
by the project staff to go and
join colleagues at Kisomoro Sub July 2020, I managed to harvest
County for an awareness meet- 50 kgs of honey which I sold
I managed to harvest 50
ings. I was then taken through each at 8,000 ugx and obtained
kgs of honey which i sold
400,000 Uganda shillings. I
career guidance sessions and
business idea generation where have used the money to buy 1
at 8000shillings each earngoat at 200,000
I selected to train in bee keeping 400,000shillings.

A

“
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Mr. Baryamwisaki Erick spraying his maize plantation using bio-pesticides

BIO-PESTICIDES AND BIO - FERTILISERS RESTORING FARMER HOPE IN KAMWENGE

By :Mwebembezi Alex
aryamwisaki Erick, a 58
year old farmer and a
resident of Bwera village
in Kamwenge. In his old age has
lived to witness different scenarios. Growing up, my parents
were farmers, I had never seen
pests or even diseases attacking
maize plants. As a family we
could plant maize and beans.
We could not apply any fertilizer or pesticides and still get
bumper harvests for most of
the seasons. Profits achieved
because of low expenditure on
inputs. As time progressed in
2000s things started changing.
The yields started reducing
gradually, the rainfall pattern
changed and even became unreliable, some beans and maize
diseases started to appear. All

B

these tempted us to start using
fertilisers and pesticides to fight
pests like fall army worm, increase soil fertility and get some
increased yields but this increased on the production costs
for buying the pesticides and
fertilisers and even on labour to
apply them. I am a member of
Participatory Action Research
team and in 2019 a miracle happened. We were trained by JESE
under Mpanga Super Farmers
Programme and NARO on how
to make the bio-pesticides and
bio-fertilizers using the locally
available materials. In my heart
I first doubted and thought it
was a joke because I knew fall
army worm was a tough pest
and needs a tough pesticides
not just herbal concoctions.

We made these concoctions
and applied in the garden for
the group and it worked well . I
was surprised to see many pests
dying including the FAW . For
this first season of 2020 I have
made and applied the bio-concoctions in my maize garden
and it is making wonders. As
am talking, during this current
sunshine my garden is looking
healthy with no fall army worm
as my neighbours are battling
with it as am also saving money that would have been used
to buy the pesticides. This is
a great job done by JESE for
teaching us on how to make the
bio-concoctions and I hope all
group members will learn and
start making and using them as
well.
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The Kyegegwa local district representatives planting one of the pillars.

THE FIGHT TO RESTORE KAKONI WETLAND.
By: Flavia Kunihira Ahurra

N

ational Environment
Management Authority in collaboration
with JESE and CARE Uganda
recently facilitated a wetland
demarcation exercise in Kakoni
Kyegegwa District .The activity
,a firstof its kind in the district
is collaboration between the
authority , the district office
of Kyegegwa, the sub-county,
OPM, UNHCR and both the
refugees and host community
members.
Kyaka II settlement where
the exercise was carried out is
estimated to have a total population of 121,106 and is associated with environment degradation.
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One of the most vulnerable
eco-systems in the settlement
are wetlands where human-induced activities driven by
population pressure, expansion
of agricultural land area, land
degradation and poor policies
have led to the encroachment of
wetlands.
As a result, ecosystem services performed by wetlands,
such as water quality improvement, flood abatement, carbon
sequestration, biodiversity
ecological units of wild life and
medicinal plants, have been
reduced.
In Uganda, wetlands cover
an area of 11% of the country’s
land area, with seasonal wetlands covering 7.7%, while permanent wetlands and swamp

forests cover 3.4% and 0.1%,
respectively. Kakoni wetland located in Kyaka II settlement has
been prone to encroachment
by both the refugees and host
community members. Wetland encroachment has increasingly become hazardous to the
most vulnerable poor whose
livelihoods depend on their
immediate environment.
JESE in partnership
with CARE –Uganda under
Strengthening resilience and
promoting inclusive Governance project has sensitized and
created awareness among the
refugees and host community
members on the dangers of
wetland encroachment. Under
the project, the first demarcation was done in 2019 on the
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refugee side.
Through continuous assessments, it was noted that the refugees were complying to the
demarcation points and restoration is noticeable unfortunately on the national’s side,
the wetland has been seriously encroached.
People have reached to an extent of having
private land within the wetland.
It is on the basis of this background therefore that the Kakoni wetland demarcation
exercise was undertaken.
To kick start the exercise, monitoring
of the previously demarcated boundary on
the settlement side was carried out to further
ascertain compliancy and develop quick onsite recommendations. This was followed by
moving across to the national side to launch
the demarcation exercise which was spearheaded by the NEMA western region manager, Jecorious Musingwire. He explained to
the participants the four indicators of a good
wetland which include; the type of grass, the
nature of water, the type and quantity of soil
(clay and sand) and the water levels especially during the dry season. This was followed
by digging holes along the demarcation
marks where musizi trees were to be planted
and create demarcation boundaries.
It is part of the Government of Uganda
to promote Sustainable Development Goal 13
on climate action. Margaret Aharikundira the
District Natural Resources Officer Kyegegwa
encouraged the community members to take
care of the natural resources so that they can
benefit next generations.
“Fighting climate change and its effects
is now a key goal for the Government of
Uganda. We are delighted that this exercise
is going to enable us to respond to the President’s call to protect wetlands and boost our
ongoing efforts in climate change mitigation
and adaptation.”
Muganda Herbert LC III Mpara extended
his much appreciation to JESE for the great
work done in creating awareness, sensitizing
both the host and refugees communities on
wetland protection promoting peaceful exist-

JESE & CARE planting a pillar at one of the demarcation points
ence between the wetland and the two communities.
He asked the different stakeholders to continue with
the initiative even when the project is complete.
“The fight we are in is not an easy one but we should
not give up on protecting the environment because
problems of climate change greatly affect our women and children causing them to be vulnerable. Our
climate is changing and we can vividly see that, now
is the time for climate action. We should focus on
climate mitigation and adaptation to prove the livelihoods from impacts of climate change,”Muganda
said.
The demarcation launch exercise was concluded with planting of four demarcation pillars with
guidance from the wetland boundary map led by the
deputy commandment OPM Alex Twongierwe, the
sub-county chairperson, District Natural Resources
Officer, and finally the JESE/CARE pillar.
The NEMA western region manager asked the
community members to be leaders and teach others the benefits of protecting the environment. He
encouraged private partnerships in order to attain
SDG 13 on climate action and support the communities to come up with wetland management action
plan.After a period of six months, the results of the
demarcation exercise will be measured by the areas
showing significant progress of restoration.
The Strengthening resilience and promoting inclusive Governance project aims at coordinating
the best networks and multi-sectoral platforms to
promote better knowledge exchange and implementation to influence climate.
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GRASS TO GRACE

by Nyesigamukama Alex

Uganda youth unemployment rate stands at over
70% partly due to limited
skills, high rate of school dropout, limited market orientation
of youth skilling programmes
and untapped business opportunities. While the youth are
innovative and interested in
contributing to their own employability, they require an enabling environment and market
led skills development in order
to unlock their potential and
respond to emerging market
opportunities.
With funding from Welthungerhilfe and BMZ, Green College Initiative project is being
implemented in Rwenzori
Hassan carrying out Apiary management at his farm in Karangura
region particularly in Kabarole
sub county
and Kasese districts. The proyouth in order to give them
training is being implementject focusses on training rural
dignified livelihood within their ed through partnership with
communities. The target is 1500 community vocational instituout of school youth aged betions and social enterprises; the
Youth are majorly being
tween 18 to 30years.
funding supports youth to enatrained in the following
So far in Kabarole, 100
ble them obtain knowledge and
green trade
youth enrolled in bee keeping
skills plus all training materials
-Beekeeping and honey
training and 30 completed the
and resources to facilitate youth
course and are practicing the
build / develop own commerprocessing
trade.
cially and environmentally sus-Solar installation and
Beekeeping require little
tainable business enterprises.
repairs
startup investment, low levFeedback from the trained
-Vegetable farming
el technologies, limited area,
youth (beekeepers) indicates
-Local juice processing
limited management time
that their livelihoods were
-Eco-Tourism and tour
resources and thus a low cost
actually being transformed with
guiding
enterprise. Beekeeping therefurther prospects improving
fore offers huge employment
their communities and contrib-Handcrafts making, etc.
opportunities for rural youth to uting national development
earn a sustainable income.
Masereka Hassan 26 years
12
Green college Initiative
a sixth born in the family of fif-

U

“
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teen children and a resident of
Kaisamba, Nyakitokoli parish,
Karangura sub county, Kabarole
district. Both his parents are
alive.
Hassan narrates that he
completed senior six and failed
to get fees to make him upgrade
for higher institution of learning. He had sat for three years
at home without a job. He got
good news from a friend who
told him about Green college
initiative project, he could not
wait to get enrolled on the program.
He went to sub county and picked application for
which he filled and after two
months, he was called by the
project staff to go and join
colleagues at Karangura for
awareness meetings. Later I
was taken through career guidance sessions and business idea
generation where I was selected
to train in bee keeping since I
needed money urgently. I made
this choice because honey was
on market with high demand.
I was enrolled at Bunyangabu Bee keepers cooperative, a
green college social enterprise
where I trained in bee keeping. During the technical skills
training, I also learnt how to
handle customers, life skills,
how to prepare a business plan,
how to communicate with
people and negotiation skills.
During the training I had learnt
how to make bee hives and
started making mine, at the
moment, I have 72 local bee
hives which I have made and
04 are KTB (Kenya Top Bar) in
type and are all placed in three

Hassan’s house after the training
sites all colonized by bees.
During the month of July
2020, I managed to harvest 55
litres of honey which I sold
each at 10,000 ugx and obtained
550,000 Uganda shillings. In
addition, I also make local bee
hives for other people who are
my clients and sell each bee
hive at 20,000 shs and I have
sold 40 bee hives in 2 months
where I have got 800,000 shs.
Therefore, the total sales
I have collected from selling honey and bee hives is
1,350,000(one million, three
hundred and fifty thousand
shillings) from july to date.
Furthermore, I have bought
land at 5million Ugandan shillings including the money from
bee hives and honey. Going
forward, after successfully completing the training, I was hired
by a project called TONADO
which is implemented in Kabarole to train other youth in

Hassan’s former house.
bee keeping, this opportunity
was given it to me by Green
college as my pioneer project,
I now earn monthly salary of
200,000 under TONADO project. Important to note is that I
had 04 bee hives before Green
College and now I have 72 bee
hives
Moving forward, I have
started constructing a small
house of bamboo where I want
to relocate. ” Hassan narrating
with lots of excitement”. He
plans to put a collection hub
for honey in the near future in
their trading center because of
many bee keepers who are harvesting honey. Hassan attributes
his success to Green College
initiative. Bravo
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A photo showing a stranded motorist who cant cross the road because of the floods.

FLOODING IN NTOROKO DISTRICT.

By :Rebecca Angumye and Rithwan Kalinaki

Due to raised water level from L. Albert,
floods have submerged the entire Kanara Sub
County including the headquarters, health
centre III and schools apart from Bweramule
primary school that is situated on a hilly place.
Floods are continuing to submerge part of
Kanara town council , Butungama sub county
and historically, floods reached Rwebisengo sub
county in 1962 (Testimony from a resident).
L. Albert burst its banks at the beginning of
the year and water has spilled for over 10 kms.
This has displaced over 7,000 people, who have
sought shelter at Rwangara Primary School and
others have improvised on makeshifts from
neighboring sub counties. This came at time
when children were preparing to go back to
school (candidates) but Kacwankumu and
Kanara primary schools were also hit hard“The
future of over 500 students in candidate classes
in three sub-counties of Ntoroko district hangs
in the balance after the schools were submerged by floodwaters”.
People destroyed the school desks for
firewood. They used the desks to cook; so when
schools open, learners will not have where to
sit. Sources of livelihood were destroyed in-
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cluding cattle. Health and WASH aspects such
as adherence to Standard Operating Policies and
latrine usage are ignored bearing that people a
staying in camps setting.
The district does not have a place to take
the students when schools reopen. Some of the
schools such as Rwangara are hosting the displaced people but all the sanitary facilities got submerged.
The District can’t risk lives of the learners as they
wait for the education ministry to guide them because the water levels are increasing day by day.
Considering gender issues, people are staying in
congested places and there is no privacy for couples. Most families have been broken up and some
children were sent to stay with relatives from
neighboring areas. This raises the issue of child
protection.
Life has become very difficult as people of
Kanara subcounty and the neighborhood lack
food, clean drinking water, access to sanitation
and hygiene facilities, sanitary product, face
masks and medical supplies. The families are depending on the flood water for domestic use since
the boreholes have been submerged.
For Kanara Sub-county, all the affected
households have sought refuge in camps. The
sub-county has six parishes and 26 villages that
were all affected. In Kanara Town Council, four
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villages were affected. The floods also hit the
villages of Rwenyangi, Ntoroko A and B, and
Ntoroko West.
Due to the Covid-19 pandemic, the temporary camps established in the area have inadequate amenities such as safe water sources,
shelter, and pit-latrines. The People of Kanara
sub county and Kanara town council are living
in congested places and are at high risk of contracting diseases, especially Covid-19 because
the standard operating procedures are not
being observed.
Temporary camps have been established at
Kajweka–Itambiro, Katanga Secondary School/
Health Centre, Rwangara Primary School, Katanga Catholic Church, and since the schools
re-opened, such places are too congested.
Other camps include Kanara Sub-county,
Mateso/Anglican Church, Late Muhammed,
and Kachwankumu Primary School. A total of
over 7000 people are living in camps in Kanara
Sub-county with more than 1,300 homes aban-

doned.
Of the 95 taps that the Mega Gravity Flow
Scheme the central government had installed in
Rwenyana, Katanga, and Kimara parishes, 92 were
flooded and became non-functional. The flood
victims also want the government to allocate them
part of Tooro-Semiliki Wildlife Reserve for temporary settlement.
Floods have also cut off many roads in the area.
They include Katanga Landing Site access, Katanga North access, Kamuga and Rwangara roads,
Rwenyana Bridge, Katanga-Kyabukunguru Road
through Iborogota, and Umoja Primary School

“

It is important to note that there is a
100% open defeacation in Ntoroko
and with the increase in floods,human
health is at a very high risk. That comes
with high threats of Cholera and typhoid.
15
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Photos showing Muhwezi in his agroforestry model garden showing the progress his JESE-FoW
donated vanilla

AGROFORETRY IN FOREST RESTORATION
IMPROVES HOUSEHOLD INCOMES

BY: Mugisa Gabriel

Mr. Muhwezi Deus a farmer and current
CBT under restoration project of Forest of
The world in Mahasa village, Kawaruju parish
Kihuura sub county in Kyenjojo district ,tells a
story on how FoW and JESE projects improved
house livelihood. Muhwezi had previously
planted coffee normally without good agronomic practices such as pruning, stumping,
bending, pest and disease management, water
and soil conservation practices were not in
place, his coffee garden had no enough shade
trees, he had limited knowledge on coffee
spacing, management of bananas and coffee in
terms of mulching were not in place as a result
there was little production as most of the coffee brunches never used to yield on berries this
was due to lack of pruning to allow easy penetration of sun -light to initiate the flowering .
JESE and Forest of the world trusted Muhwezi and selected as community based trainer
in august 2019.through empowering him as
a community trainer, he was taken through
trainings on coffee agronomic practices, House
hold land use plans, and sustainable agroforestry systems this equipped him with more
knowledge and skills on the agronomic practices such as pruning of coffee, stumping, mulching, management of trees in an agroforestry
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system, soil and water conservation practices,
manure/fertilizer application and pest and disease
management. This helped Muhwezi practice the
knowledge acquired from the training in his coffee
garden and as result of this his coffee production
increased from harvesting 3bags to 7bags from the
previous season in May, Deus is now expecting to
harvest 10 bags come next season.
Muhwezi appreciates JESE and FoW for
equipping him with the knowledge and skills to
train other farmers this has enabled him carry
out several practices in his garden . He says that
as a result of pruning of excess brunches there has
been easy penetration of light which this has initiated frequent flowering of his coffee hence more
berries.
House hold land use plans has helped Muhwezi to
best plan for his land and best position his farming enterprises in addition Deus says that his land
use plan as a guiding tool in implementing different enterprises on the same piece of land
He further appreciated JESE and FoW for
supporting him with cocoa (250seedlings), vanilla(200veins) and shade trees (50 trees) . His cocoa
is doing well and he hopefully waits for 3-4 years
as he will be generating a good income and will
not luck school fees for his children
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